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Fischer and Westberg outpoll when a fire caused $35,000 damage to dorm

By Donna Kunkel
Staff Writer

The room was destroyed and four others were damaged Tuesday night at the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity house. The fire, which was caused by a gasoline lantern burning on the second floor, started when Reidy attempted to light a lantern in the chapter house, located in Small Group Housing where buildings had been without light and heat since Sunday because of lightning damage to a power line.

Sam Riniela, housing director, said the fire caused about $35,000 in damages to the rooms, including the damage done to the personal belongings of the men living there. Riniela said the University Housing Insurance is responsible for the residents’ personal items. Some students said they thought their fraternity insurance may pay for the items destroyed by the fire.

Despite a malfunction in the fire alarm which produced only a humming sound when the fire started and a fire extinguisher that didn’t work, the firemen arrived quickly to put out the blaze, one resident said.

Riniela said the University is responsible for checking campus alarms to make sure they work properly. He said the lack of electricity caused the alarm’s malfunction. According to Reidy’s fraternity brother, Tom Meyer, a junior in agronomy, Reidy was attempting to light a lantern in his room in order to see. Meyer said there was a candle sitting near the lantern and Reidy evidently spilled some of the gas on the candle flame and the room ignited.

Tuesday’s election eliminated both Hewette and Koousa from the general election campaign.

Westberg received the highest number of votes in any of the ra. with a total of 1,508. Her closest competitor, Susan Mitchell, trailed by almost 500 votes, with a total of 1,006 votes. Miller finished just behind Mitchell, with a total of 666 votes. Reidy received 505 votes, Koousa finished a distant fifth with 157 votes.

One number of residents cast votes Tuesday, representing 13.7 percent of the voters registered in the city as of November 1978.

City Clerk Leilani Weiss said the voter turnout was “very good, considering the weather conditions.”

“Frankly, at 6 o’clock this morning, I’d have thought 1,000 voters would be fantastic,” she said.

Ironically, Weiss said the bad weather conditions may have contributed to the higher-than-expected turnout. She said that warmer temperatures in the afternoon may have lured many people who did not go to work or school out of their houses and to the polls.

Fischer, a partner in the Carbondale architectural firm of Fischer-Stern Associates, swept all but three of the city’s 19 precincts.

The results will remain unofficial until 3:30 p.m. Thursday, when the staff members from the city clerk’s office will begin canvassing the city. The official tallies will be announced late Thursday afternoon, Weiss said.

After the final precincts came in, Fischer said the results were “About what I had expected.”

“As far as results were concerned, there were no surprises,” he said.

Fischer, who is seeking his first full term as mayor, achieved the victory although he did no campaigning. He said he would begin campaigning immediately, and within two weeks would be campaigning “heavily.”

Fischer cited incumbency as the major reason for his victory.

“Incumbency does have its benefits in terms of name identification,” he said.

Weiss, who voted for Fischer, said the councilman “handled the campaign with the results, despite Fischer’s campaign of victory.”

“I am pleased with it, I’m comfortable with it,” she said Wednesday. “That makes it easier to manage the city now.”

Registration for city voting open at clerk’s office

By Ed Lemppens
Staff Writer

Carbondale residents who were unable to vote in Tuesday’s primary election because they were not registered to vote may now register. City Clerk Leilani Weiss said Tuesday.

Registration stations at the city clerk’s office at Carbondale City Hall and at the county clerk’s office in Murphysboro will be open until sometime between March 13 and 21, when registration for the city’s general election will close.

Voter registration is required by state law to close 28 or 30 days before an election. Weiss said. But she explained that it has not been determined whether those 28 to 30 days is the legal requirement.

The city’s general elections for mayor and City Council will be held on April 17. Residents who are currently registered do not need to register again for the general election. Residents who are not registered, who wish to vote, must be citizens of the United States who reside within the Carbondale city limits and be at least 18 years old.

More information may be obtained by calling the Carbondale city clerk at 549-5302.
By Ray Robinson

Staff Writer

Bequagued residents of Thompson Point and Small Group Housing were bracing themselves Wednesday for their fourth consecutive night without heat or electricity, unsure of when power would be restored to the area.

At press time, repair crews had completed the splicing of a new section of line between the Physical Plant and a manhole behind the Student Center. The crews were applying progressively more power to the line to see if it could carry the full load of 4,000 volts.

After completing the splice, Willard Cunningham of the Blais Mechanical Contractors of Centralia said he thought power could be sent through the line to Thompson Point and Small Group Housing by 10 p.m.

But there was an element of uncertainty Wednesday because of the high demand of utilities said the lightning that punctured the line Sunday morning could have damaged it in other places, raising the possibility that the line would blow out again when power was restored.

"We hope that won't happen," said one member of the repair crew. 

"But everything else has gone wrong on this job and that could too."

Clergyman G. Dougherty, vice president for campus services, watched the repair efforts while clad in warm coveralls and muddy rubber boots. He said it was the worst blackout in his 19 years on campus with the University.

The blackout began at 10 Sunday morning, repair efforts have been hampered by snow. University officials had hoped to restore power by midday Monday, but said it was not possible to be sure of the malfunction of a piece of the testing equipment.

Dougherty said Wednesday that buildings in the blackout area had been damaged by ground water that seeped into their basements. The problem was caused when the water was cut off to the buildings.

He said portable pumps and generators used by the Physical Plant to restore electricity had drained Tuesday evening due to their power requirements.

Dougherty said it would be "some time" before the University had restored power and repaired the damage the blackout caused.

Aside from residence halls, the power in the area also affected the Aggie Building, the Law School, the Health Center, and the offices of President James Brown and the Board of Trustees.

Laurel Wendt, law student, said that the library's dark basement and "just not big enough for wet books." 

Crews unsure of powerline damage

Electricity to go as snowstorm which was restored

If from its Memorial Hospital, W. W. Willard said the police department had "basically" been a Democrat leader, and his army of city officials had been acting as an "organic political machine" for years.
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If from its Memorial Hospital, W. W. Willard said the police department had "basically" been a Democrat leader, and his army of city officials had been acting as an "organic political machine" for years.

Bilandic, who has been the former alderman, has ruled the city's police by an "autocratic" style since Sunday morning and that there had been no major disturbances in the area, with the exception of an accidental fire.
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Bilandic also lacked the personal appeal many Chicagoans developed for "Chicago's mayor," and had looked under 

"to see if it could carry the full load of 4,000 volts."

(Staff Photo by Mike Rovets)

Bilandic and the machine. They may also 

say she won Tuesday's primary because of a Bilandic backlash that included growing independence among black voters.

Voters in general weren't happy with the way Bilandic and his army of city patronage workers handled the record snowfall and wanted a change, Jane Byrne provided the alternative.

"Basically," she'sa Democrat who won the primary for a party which needs change, but not a third party," said Andy Bajonski, a Byrne press aide. Still unanswered is the question of whether voters who supported Mr. Byrne, 43, were casting their ballots for her or against Bilandic, a 56-year-old former alderman.

In some cities, that question would logically be answered in the general election. But in Chicago, Republican

Police provide emergency aid service

By Jim McGarry

Staff Writer

The S.I. Police have been acting as an emergency "taxi service" since Sunday morning when the snowstorm which hit Southern Illinois made driving dangerous, if not impossible, according to Bob Harris, assistant chief of S.I.

Police

Harris said police officers spent much of their time since Sunday driving residents of Evergreen Terrace, which lost its electricity Sunday because of the storm, to the Student Center where they spent the night. The electricity at Evergreen Terrace, a University Housing area for married students with children, was restored Monday.
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on campus to Doctor's Memorial Hospital.

Transportation problems were caused in the snowstorm Sunday morning when those police officers who were able to make it to work found their squad cars buried under snow. Even when the officers dug their cars out from under the snow, they found it impossible to "drive" them over snow-covered roads, Harris said.

Harris said the police department has been shorthanded since the snow fell because many officers haven't been able to get to work. But he added that "things are starting to get back to normal."

Many officers used their own four-wheel drive vehicles to get around. The police force also borrowed four vehicles from other departments of the University and two four-wheel drive vehicles from the Carbondale police force.

Like Illinois, an auto dealership in Carbondale, chipped in to loan the police two four-wheel drive jeeps which could travel in hard during the evacuation of Evergreen Terrace, Harris said.

Harris said police officers limited the "taxi service" to emergency cases such as the evacuation of Evergreen Terrace and the transportation of University employees who are critical to the operation of the campus.

..."

and many secondary roads were open to traffic, although the police were urging drivers to use caution. County and town officials received a setback Wednesday when President Carter refused Gov. James Thompson's request for federal snow removal in Southern Illinois.

The said the Illinois government has made three demands to the governments for two-thirds of the money

spent on snow removal and emergency services necessitated by Sunday's storm.

Bilandic also lacked the personal appeal many Chicagoans developed for "Chicago's mayor," and had looked back before the storms came because of the machine backing and because he came from the city's Bridgeport neighborhood and was a product of Chicago's last four mayors.

The primary was and still is the "open primary" and the total charge of the Democratic Party's candidate.

Bilandic's supporters had repeatedly called for the election the "finest years.

The alleged misdeeds included a drunken election, judge illegal voting assistance, rigged voting machines and an alleged election in some of the city's 3,000 polling places.

Until it (the ballot) reaches City Hall and is sealed up, it can still be "fixed," charged Byrne on election night.

By John Shurr

Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO _ In Chicago, where the Democratic "machine" has ruled politics for decades -- elections especially those for mayor -- are supposed to go as planned. Jane Byrne changed that.

Byrne, a stern-looking woman who was tutored in city politics by the late Mayor Richard J. Daley, bucked and brought to its knees the once well-gained organization Daley perpetuated.

She took on incumbent Michael A. Bilandic, from Daley's Bridgeport neighborhood, capitalized on the administration's wrongdoing problems and gained revenge from Bilandic, who had become the "machine"

Political observers give Byrne credit for arranging an issue that helped unseat Bilandic and the machine. They also say she won Tuesday's primary because of a Bilandic backlash that included growing independence among black voters.

Voters in general weren't happy with the way Bilandic and his army of city patronage workers handled the record snowfall and wanted a change. Jane Byrne provided the alternative.

"Basically," she'sa Democrat who won the primary for a party which needs change, but not a third party," said Andy Bajonski, a Byrne press aide. Still unanswered is the question of whether voters who supported Mr. Byrne, 43, were casting their ballots for her or against Bilandic, a 56-year-old former alderman.

In some cities, that question would logically be answered in the general election. But in Chicago, Republican candidates for mayor have been a questionable commodity for years.

Whatever the case may be, the undoing of Bilandic and the Democratic machine that sought to keep him in office came from a grassroots erosion of organization power.

Ty bane wasn't the first to buck the machine in recent years and win, but her prize was the biggest. For example, the late Ralph Metcalfe, who broke with organization over black relative issues, fought a machine-backed candi
date and won in the 1978 primary. Dan Walker showed in 1979 that the regulars could be beaten when he defeated the machine-slated candidate in the general election.

Bilandic also lacked the personal appeal many Chicagoans developed for "Chicago's mayor," and had looked back before the storms came because of the machine backing and because he came from the city's Bridgeport neighborhood and was a product of Chicago's last four mayors.

The primary was and still is the "open primary" and the total charge of the Democratic Party's candidate.

Bilandic's supporters had repeatedly called for the election the "finest years."

The alleged misdeeds included a drunken election, judge illegal voting assistance, rigged voting machines and an alleged election in some of the city's 3,000 polling places.

Until it (the ballot) reaches City Hall and is sealed up, it can still be "fixed," charged Byrne on election night.
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Carpenter, 31 Vernon A. Snow-false police

The S.I. Police have been acting as an emergency "taxi service" since Sunday morning when the snowstorm which hit Southern Illinois made driving dangerous, if not impossible, according to Bob Harris, assistant chief of S.I.

Police

Harris said police officers spent much of their time since Sunday driving residents of Evergreen Terrace, which lost its electricity Sunday because of the storm, to the Student Center where they spent the night. The electricity at Evergreen Terrace, a University Housing area for married students with children, was restored Monday.

Police also provided transportation in emergency cases from many points on campus to Doctor's Memorial Hospital.

Transportation problems were caused in the snowstorm Sunday morning when those police officers who were able to make it to work found their squad cars buried under snow. Even when the officers dug their cars out from under the snow, they found it impossible to "drive" them over snow-covered roads, Harris said.

Harris said the police department has been shorthanded since the snow fell because many officers haven't been able to get to work. But he added that "things are starting to get back to normal."

Many officers used their own four-wheel drive vehicles to get around. The police force also borrowed four vehicles from other departments of the University and two four-wheel drive vehicles from the Carbondale police force.

Like Illinois, an auto dealership in Carbondale, chipped in to loan the police two four-wheel drive jeeps which could travel in hard during the evacuation of Evergreen Terrace, Harris said.

Harris said police officers limited the "taxi service" to emergency cases such as the evacuation of Evergreen Terrace and the transportation of University employees who are critical to the operation of the campus.
A group of perplexed bystanders confront one of the latest parking lot incidents. (Photo by Kent Krueger)
Editorial

Fiscal responsibility would lower bond retirement fee

A proposal which will affect all students more directly than any other item considered by the Board of Trustees has been presented at the March 8 meeting. It’s called the bond retirement fee.

The proposal bebetors that a more equitable solution to cover inflation is that the retired tuition can be devised

for three,
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students on campus housing. Swinburne argues that virtually all students use on-campus housing at least one

year during their years at SIU. Therefore, they should have few objections to helping out

Swinburne has presented statistics showing that on-campus housing is one of the most important factors in keeping a student in school and if the bond fee is rejected, students would pay considerably more, begining students from enrolling at SIU.

The Board of Trustees can refute these arguments by requiring the budgets to be tightened. If all students were to experience the cutbacks to their housing, then the administration should have fewer objections to helping out, too, by revising those budgets.

The heart of the problem, though is that the price of higher education in Illinois is progressing in leaps and bounds. Before the BHE decided to cut retired tuition, Swinburne lobbied ardently against the move, urging the board to keep in mind that any monetary decision which might restrict access to a university is a consideration not to be taken lightly.

Most distressing is the fact that as student fees continue to be used to pay off bonds on buildings which will eventually be turned over to the state, the state continues to trim monetary support from state universities. In light of this lack of state support, three universities are preparing for a grueling battle in the Illinois General Assembly. They include cutting back on capital development, improvement, and services, including many student fees, such as Student Center events, housing, recreation, and athletics fees and bypassing the BHE by lobbying the state legislature directly when monetary issues are considered.

Letters

He was just helping out

Sunday morning, Bobby Goltz woke up to the sound of ples from the Jackson County Sheriff’s Department. Instead of the usual calls for ambulance swit drive vehicles to aid in the evacuation of stranded motorists, as homeowners make their way to the snow storm. Bobby and his roommates, Chris Phillips and Bob Samples, didn’t think twice about doing what they thought was the right thing. They were down in a rescue. Their rescued included a family of six, a truck driver, a pregnant mother, two dogs, and many more. After working 12 hours in Jackson County, Bobby and crew made their way to Interstate 57 where hundreds of motorists were waiting for the heat of volunteers all driving four-wheel-drive vehicles. Many of those who wanted this tossed money for his efforts but he refused. Twenty four hours and 256 hard miles later, Bobby and his crew were back home, exhausted after a long day. Thanks for caring.

Dan Cappek
Junior. Biology

Dead were playing dead

I suppose I am what could be considered a Dead Head since I have most of the Grateful Dead’s albums and have seen the band approximately twenty times since 1970. I have traveled several hundred miles to see these guys and have gone through more than a few hassles getting tickets, yet always to be rewarded by a fine show in the end.

To say I was upset by your recent review would be an understatement. What upset me even more was that every word of the review was true. For things to, was so out of date by that review. I only wish you could have seen the Dead play three or four years ago when they really gave a damn about the people in the audience. Sure there are exceptions between songs at most gigs but there was no excuse for the long delays at this concert. After all, this was the Grateful Dead, not whatever bar band the review critic must base concert ratings on Jerry Garcia. I have got to concede that I have ever been turned off and this includes one time when he fell down twice. You don’t have to now a great deal about guitar to know the man’s timing was bad and what he was playing was unspeakable.

The Dead weren’t trying to sell “Shakedown Street” can only be attributed to ignorance on the part of someone who hasn’t been to many gigs or to blind him.

As far as all else could have been the purpose behind doing some of the songs on an uptempo way after doing a laid back number that nearly put the audience to sleep.

I thought I’d live to see the day the Dead were roundly booted by an audience as they were on at least three occasions at the Carbodie gig but they were and their toughness and lack of concern for their audience merited such treatment.

The Dead faked that concert as the review suggested and apparently some of you bought it. What is sad is that I, like myself, try to keep my nose to the grind stone. You fan that show in St. Louis was just great. What a difference a few thousand extra dollars seems to make in a man. Anyway, I didn’t snuck into the show and told it like it was. This is one Dead Head that won’t get fooled again.

Kevin Marklay
Carbondale

Concert seating hurting

In case you missed it, the topic of discussion on WTBQ’s “You’re On The Air” show on Feb. 22 was the Heart concert. The people who called in mostly talked about the seating situation, specifically in regard to the boxes who stood up in front blocking everyone else’s view. I was in the sixth row on the main floor and was fortunate enough to sit in one of these boxes. It was an outstanding concert all around, and I feel I got my money’s worth. I am not as unfortunate as some. But the folks who called WTBQ were pretty angry, (one fellow managed to take it in stride, though, when a few weeks ago, a nutty man tracked into the Arena without paying. The other folks, however, came up with some ideas to alleviate the seating problems. The Arena could institute festival seating where whoever wants to sit on a main floor literally does. No chairs, just sit where you like. Or maybe, if you don’t want to spend a lot,” I think that Wilson, the lead singer of Heart, uses her entire body, especially her face, when she sings, and the lighting people make the effect all the more alluring, haunting, sexy, or what ever you want to call it. I just don’t think it would be the same sitting on the side. Someone else suggested installing a video system when where the stage action a projected on screens around the arena. This system would be used when students are enrolled at this University, well, you get the point.

Steve Silverman
Senior. English

Plenty of jazz on WIDB

This letter is directed to Dr. R. M. Chambria and all the other students who are concerned about the University’s "Miles High Jazz Network" on WTAO. We invite you to listen to this network during the week that we just got jazz into jazz to us every Sunday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and call the "Jazz Message" Yes, we can find WIDB on cable 104 FM and in the dorms at 10 AM.

Tim Cawley
Production Director, WIDB

by Gary Trudeau
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Arthur Hopkins

Keeping up with the Jonesys

It's budget time in Washington and no one's busy these days than the dedicated men and women in the Pentagon's Bureau of Weapons Research & Development.

We've made some tremendous breakthroughs this year,' the Bureau's commander, Colonel Homer T. Petibone, said proudly, "a new death ray, a sophisticated radar system, more than 1,000 new ICBMs, a new long-range bomber capable of wiping out the enemy's first-strike capability—and you would have thought none of the other new weapons we're still working on.

'That's wonderful," Colonel, I said. 'I'll bet the Russians are salivating in their boots.'

The colonel looked puzzled. 'Why in the world would the Russians quake in their boots" he asked.

'At having to face all these frightening new American weapons you've invented?' I said, haurassing a guess.

'Good heavens, man, we don't invent American weapons here, he said. 'We invent Soviet weapons.'

When I indicated a certain amount of confusion, the colonel took me over to a drawing board where a captain was working diligently at a typewriter. 'How's that new Soviet death ray coming along, captain?' Iquired the colonel.

'Just fine, sir,' said the captain. 'We've got it in the advanced testing stage, I've already ordered the parts.'

'When do you think this new Soviet death ray will be ready?' I asked.

'Oh, it's designed to make Senator Stimson jealous and I think we're spending nearly enough for national defense,' So far, it's proved to be one of our most effective new weapons,' I was told by a sergeant who was sweating under the press." How many new Soviet ICBMs do you have now, sergeant?' asked Colonel Petibone.

'I'm up to 1178, sir.'

'Great work, sergeant. Remember that each of those missiles is worth its weight in gold.'

'To think, sir,' said the colonel. 'But what will really bring them to their knees is this new long-range bomber we have on their drawing boards.'

'Bring in who to twirl around.'

'The House Armed Services Committee, sir. Every time I hear pio, I say. And what do you think of the II launch a giant magnifying glass to orbit which would focus the sun's burning rays on any American city'?

'Unbelievable," I said. "Hnmm, maybe you're right," said the colonel. 'Okay, corporal, scratch out the magnifying glass.'

'I congratulated the colonel on his team's real ingenuity.' "Yes," he said with a sigh, 'but it's getting more difficult every year.' I'm afraid we're running out of new weapons to invent. If the Soviets are spending more for research and development than we are, they will invent more American weapons than we can invent Russian ones.'

'Yes, budget makers being what they are,' said the colonel, shaking his head, "we'll lose the arms race." Copyright, 1979, Chronicle Publishing Co.

Voice from dark:
I'm cold, hungry... and forgotten

By Donna Kunkel
Staff Writer

The petitions at Small Group Housing and at Thompson Point have been less than pleasant the past few days.

The temperature in the sorority and fraternity houses at Small Group Housing is still about 60 degrees in some areas. You can see your breath at night. The basements are flooded, furniture and appliances are rusted; food is spoiled. No one has eaten much recently and moral, needless talk is running low.

Residents had been taking the conditions pretty much in stride at first. We were uncomfortable but we coped—and we listened as the University kept saying they would fix the power outage tomorrow, tomorrow tomorrow.

But then, the Alpha Gamma Rho house was partially destroyed by fire and no longer are the poor conditions being coped with without complaint. The fire would never have occurred had it not been necessary to light candles and lanterns to study by. Administration decided not to cancel classes Wednesday.

When the lights went out Sunday morning, so did communication with the University... And it is a sinking feeling to realize we're thought that little of.

We are trying to believe that the University is trying to fix things. We do not believe that the University personnel are myopic about the people living in these areas.

When the lights went out Sunday morning, so did communication with the University. Not once did anyone call to check on our welfare, or even weep, 'We're afraid for our lives.' It's one thing, neglect is another. And it is a sinking feeling to realize we're thought that little of.

If the University hadn't told us it might take as long as four days or even two, why didn't they offer to put temporary housing for those affected. The living conditions are horrible and the houses are not fit for habitation.

We are cold, hungry and tired. We can't sleep in the rooms upstairs but instead spend evenings bundled up in blankets, sweaters, pillows, stuffed animals, bundled together on the living room floors.

A University police officer said he offered to have policemen stationed at each of the houses to guard against fire, the possibility of vandalism, but the University said that wouldn't be necessary.

Tuesday night an announcement was made in the Student Center inviting residents of Thompson Point to spend the night there but not a word to folks at Small Group Houses. What happened? Did we just drift into oblivion?

By late Tuesday night, some arrangements were made to get hot meals at the Student Center and to take hot showers at the Recreation Building, but for some, the chapter houses, the haven had already been bear.

Other voices

Putting halt to 'scandalous' congressional campaigns

The writer is president of Common Cause, a non-partisan citizens' lobbying based in Washington.

By David Cohen

The 96th Congress convened and the first bill put into the hopper would reform the 'at the House Finance Committee was the reason, if not partisan action: recognition of the big money spent in the last election campaign.

Even before the 1978 election was over, the Federal Election Commission reported that special interest groups have contributed more than $90 million to congressional campaigns. That compares with $12.5 million in 1974 and $22.5 million in 1972. The policy action committees (PAC's) of the corporations, labor groups and trade associations which collect and distribute campaign contributions increased from $1.3 million in 1974 to more than $100 million today. It's a wildly increasing arena that needs to be stopped well in advance of the 1980 congressional elections.

Sen. Russell Long, D-La., Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, has said that campaign contributions "can often be viewed as monetary bread cast upon the water to be returned a "household". That's a splendid way of saying the money being dispensed gives these special interest groups enormous power to control public policy at the expense of sensible solutions to national problems. How can members of Congress deal with inflation when the very people who are financing their elections are demanding inflationary favors?"

When these groups—medical interests, labor unions, dairy industry, highway builders, and multi-national corporations—make a contribution to a candidate they are looking upon it as an investment. And they expect to get their investment back.

In both 1974 and 1976, the AFA funded the nation's largest group of House campaign committees. That's why legislation to cap mounting hospital costs was destroyed by a congressional committee. The estimated cost to consumers over the next five years: $2 billion.

In 1974, the dairy lobby donated more than $1.3 million to congressional candidates. Thirty-eight of the 46 members of the House Agriculture Committee received $381,651 from dairy groups. Last year, the government passed an 11 percent increase in the level of federal milk price supports. The cost to consumers: $1.2 billion.

If we are to prevent political money from dominating legislative results, a new system for financing congressional elections has to be established. HR 1 is a measure designed to clean up campaign financing for congressional elections and enable Congress to begin to free itself from the obligations of their campaign gifts.

Under a national system of private and public financing, candidates would qualify for public funds by raising a threshold amount of small private contributions to show their viability as candidates. Small private contributions would then be matched in amount with funds from the voluntary dollar tax checkoff. Candidates participating in this clean system would be subject to an overall spending limit.

Wealthy candidates would no longer be able to spend unlimited amounts of their own money. Although presidential elections are now funded under such a system, Congress has maintained special interest financings for its own elections and left itself open to a charge of corruption.

A clean system does not assure victory for either challenger or incumbent. It does mean competition and equal access to the democratic ingredients is to serve as a marketplace for the free interchange of ideas and opinions.

The action starts in the House and there is no reason why the House should not be the first step in ending our scandalous system of congressional campaign financing.

Short shots

During the two days that classes were cancelled, Carbondale streets weren't the only things getting plowed. —Nick Danna

Resistance to simple-majority passage for the ERA shows that the Illinois General Assembly wants to keep women in the House. —Lisa Gaines
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Symposium to study aid programs

By University News Service

American social scientists have been working on social science research and programs for nearly a half a century and many think it's time to step back and reevaluate some of the programs that have helped strengthen underdeveloped countries around the world.

That's why some of the nation's top social scientists will convene April 4 and 5 at SIU for a week-long symposium titled "New Directions in Social Science Research in Response to Failures in Developing Countries - What Have We Learned?"

"Many social scientists feel it is time they took a critical look at the assumptions of social science research theory and practice in Third World nations," according to Thomas Eason, director of SIU's Social Science Research Bureau and symposium coordinator.

"This will be the first in a series of conferences to be held in this country which was aimed at examining some of the failure of social scientists have met with in the developing programs for Third World nations in Africa, Latin America and Asia," he said.

Speakers will include Victor E. Uchendu, director of the Afican Study Program at the University of Illinois-Champaign and a native of Nigeria, Maxwell Macarthy of Ghana, anthropologist at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Robert W. Kates, professor of geography at Clark University in Worcester, Mass., Daniel Lerner political scientist at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and Wendell Bell, Yale University sociologist.

"Researchers, political scientists, economists, sociologists, anthropologists, geographers and others have done work in many Third World nations that was aimed at producing technological, economic and social and political programs and so on. However, many social scientists feel their theories and research have not generated the anticipated positive results," he said.

The symposium is scheduled to run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on April 4 and 5 at the Student Center Auditorium. It will be free and open to the public.

The symposium is sponsored by the Social Science Research Bureau and six departments of the College of Liberal Arts.
Divine Sarah

Sarah Vaughan will headline "American Pop: The Great Singers," at 8 p.m., March 17 on WNIS-79, Channel 4. The evening of music is just part of Public Television's Festival '79. It will be hosted by Tony Bennett and also features Ethel Merman, Billy Eckstein, George Shearing, Jackie and Ray, (Bert Alkin and Johanne Ray).

Hendall Black

Singer joins opera

Hendall Black, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Black of Carbondale, has been contracted to sing with the Santa Fe Opera Company in the summer of 1979. He will be a member of the apprentice program and will be used in semi-professional and understudy roles for his first professional season. The apprentice program is designed for young singers who are making the transition from student life to a professional career.

A graduate student in opera at Music Theater, Black studied voice with Mary Elaine Wallace. He was a recent finalist in the St. Louis Symphony Young Artists Competition and will be singing in the contest Preliminaries and semifinals. His performance of the Merry Wives of Windsor is on Saturday and Sunday in the University Theater.

Trombone recital set for Thursday

A School of Music faculty recital canceled Monday because of snow will be held at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel Robert H. Flynn, visiting instructor, will perform trombone and saxophone, a modern trombone. He will be assisted by Joy Longfell, graduate assistant, and paraplegic Carrie Green, visiting lecturer, on drums, and Gordon Waters, graduate assistant, on trombone.

The ensemble will perform "Sonata for Trombone and Piano" by Kamerer Serecki, "Sonata for Trombone" by Robin George Roy, and "Concerto for Alto Trombone" by Johann Georg Albrechtsberger.

After intermission, three selections will be performed: "Sonata for Trombone and Piano" by Them Ettew George, "Trigger" by Hels., Von Cundus, and "Animals I for Trombone and Tape" by Jacob Druckman.

"Halloween"

"The Night He Came Home"

Come to our Halloween Party
Friday March 2nd 9:00 p.m.
Costume Contest Prizes
including a real dead body to be given away FREE of charge!
Admission: a ticket to the 9:00 show

"The Great Train Robbery"

"The Great Train Robbery"
United Artists
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The setting up couldn't begin until 4 to 5 a.m, Johnson explained. The lighting crew had to be up by 6 a.m. to work under the lights of the loading dock, he said. Johnson's machine breathed the air and sprays water from the spray set on the roof. The fog flies through a large jet engine nose which gets very narrow at the end. The fog is aimed straight up into the air. When ceiling height permits, the fog can be made to rise as much as 20 feet in the air.

The innovation of spraying the water over the fog permits the temperature of the fog to remain more stable.

"This makes the work for a longer period of time for Johnson解释。"By 10 p.m. the truss had been lowered and the lights were being checked from control at the back of the Arena. Johnson inspects the lighting and calls out for certain lights to be turned on while Boots, a spotlight operator, changes the beam levels. When the lights are on, the "road crew" sets the fog, the workers have long hours, often missing meals or sleep to get the show set up on time. (Staff photo by Mike Hedtke.)
Roadways work strange hours

(Continued from Page 8, places on the street. The drums are arranged on the rear. The piano tuners work over the road. The guitars are tuned and polished. The special effects are set up by men who tape up their places to the floor.

The four crews that make up Heart Road Crew work very well together. Members of a crew often stopped another to help someone on another crew. The road crew is often torn between on road crews. Some have been known to groan among themselves after the concert to settle their differences. All dates sound and lighting aren't even that bad. Two of them are into the same thing.

The stagehands considered Heart's road crew to be a good one. The work in the show was very efficient over the course of the tour. Nothing stood in the middle of it. Everything that could be encountered has been.

According to Lincoln, "you learn to plan— that is, do anything to get the finished product ready for showtime. Heart has yet to start a concert late during the entire tour. When you pay $750 or $800 you should see the show start on the dot." Johnson said

"It's been quite an appearance at being behind schedule due to the late arrival of the buses. According to Books, "everything is usually behind schedule by four o'clock. But today, setting up won't be completed until after six o'clock."

The road crew dished on the stage almost as Heart was leaving it. Stage hand Ken Drolle said, "Last night we had ten loads into place and helped back them. The buses were numbered and always came to the loading area in the same positions. The show was going much faster than usual by unloading and setting up... four hands work around.

There were a lot of concert goers waiting around the sides of the stage, gradually working their way backstage. people had seen the stage gurus might have provided. Lead guitarist Roger Fisher emerged from the dressing room in a汗水 and made just a few minutes after the show. He had to go out into the Arena for something and looked anxious at the crowd still there.

He looked over to some stagehands and smiled, "Maybe we can't get them up there but I'll try to throw something into the crowded Arena." He reappeared later with his gear, a plastic bag in his hand. He tipped up his High jacket and headed outside carrying the consignor over his shoulder.

Everyone in the group except lead singer Ann Wilson left the dressing room room and left the Arena within an hour after the show. She appeared after an hour. "Hi!" in the stage crew as she left the show.

The road crew moved around the Arena quickly, looking forward to the few hours they would have for themselves before they had to start building the show at 10 a.m. in Fort Wayne, Ind. Almost all of the remaining eight hours before then would be spent in the tour buses. These were the two "homes on wheels" for the last four months. They each slept 10, 11, 8, and 10 hours.

The road crew members shake hands and the "kicker crew" will leave the vans once they pull away.

The SIU stagehands had a long day too.

All of them showed up before 10 a.m. and many worked until 8 p.m. A few of those returned at showtime to run spotlights. Phil Birt and rick Klassen were two of these. During the concert they say two spotlight chases above the stage, bearing the lighting room for the first time enough that someone had to switch.

Then the stage crew showed up after the concert and helped with packing the equipment and moving it into the semi.

They had their clothes and missed meals, working until two that morning.

They had joked around with each other during the show when the lights were turned off and back on four times. They have lifted, pulled, slid, pushed, and dragged mountains of gear. They have dined, untangled plugged in, splayed, and taped miles of cabling. All right alongside Heart's professional road crew.

At the end of the day, stage manager Mary Notti would also have to pay them $10 an hour and give 20 Q of their Heart 7 shirts.

Author's Note: The story would not have been possible without the help of many people including Mary Notti, Kathie Pratt, promotion manager; Ira Herson, lighting manager; Chuck Turner, stage manager; the SIU stagehands, and the Heart crew for answering thousands of questions they could have asked them when they were too busy. Thank you.

CLASSY PAPERBOY: Furlong, 31, AP—At the Leeds estate a distinguished figure is set to roam the grounds on Sunday morning.

General Sir Louis Gouraud, 72-year-old Lord Lieutenant of Stirling and Falkirk. His son, Captain Louis, 27, Tory M.P. for Ayton, said they take turns on Sunday to go two miles to pick up the newspapers and deliver them around the estate.
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Beer cans help cut heating bill

By Steve P. Holdsworth
Associated Press Writer

Cleveland - Mayor Dennis Kucinich, fresh from a trip to Moscow in an effort to cut state efforts to take over his city's troubled finances, said he would sell small-demonstration-bond bonds directly to citizens if necessary.

The tactics were announced following an interview in which Cleveland voters backed Kucinich by impressive 3-1 margins in favor of rent hikes and retaining the Municipal Electric Light System. It was a positive result of change for the popular Democratic state senator.

The former congressman was recanted last summer to take the lead as a social worker on the city's housing registry to improve the city's spending practices and reduce investor confidence in Cleveland.

Despite the favorable outcome, Kucinich has alleged that corporate interests are now working on another front.

Nutrition Headquarters

The most complete stock of natural foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North Illinois and the railroad)

Hours: 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon-Sat.
Sun: 12 to 3 Phone 549-1141

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
in a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream plus the good things of yogurt
High in taste, low in fat
Natural fruit flavors
Famous Damon quality

10c Special
This coupon and 10c entitles bearer to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY O

Coupon good thru July 31, 79

Packing back for recycling.

There's a lot more to recycling than the cash you get. There's the satisfaction that every time you put your aluminum up to be recycled, America's vital natural resources and energy. And getting a lot more out of a good thing is what your world and Olympia's World is all about.

B & J Recycling Center
291 W. Kennett
Cardenbille, Ill.
Phone 549-7231

Columbus Ohio. Kucinich said reporters, "They'll attempt to back up the city on a Trojan horse built by Governor Rhodes. They'll attempt to take it by hook, having failed yesterday to take it by crook.

Kucinich has alleged that corporate interests tried to manipulate Cleveland residents into selling their electric system.
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Carri's

Celebrate their 2nd Anniversary

with the

"ROADSIDE BAND"

SPECIAL: Southern Comfort & Mix 75c

Friday & Saturday Nights

11 p.m.-4 a.m. "51.50 Cover"

on Old Rt. 13

near Murphysboro
More than the Price is Right... and the Price is Right!

This Week You Can
Save $18.99
Up To
WITH SUPER SPECIALS AND COUPON OFFERS FROM THIS AD

STORE HOURS
7 Days A Week
7 A.M. Until 12 P.M.

national
915 W. Main
Carbondale

SUPER SPECIAL
POD RAISED GRAIN-FED
Fresh Catfish
$1.69/Lb.
8 TO 12 OZ AVERAGE

SUPER SPECIAL
SIDA GOV'T GRADED CHOICE
FIRST CUT
Round Steak
$1.89/Lb.
CENTER CUT LB. $1.99

SUPER SPECIAL
DARA BROWN'S
Safari Coffee
1-Lb. Can
$1.99
WITH COUPON INSIDE AND $1.00 PURCHASE

SUPER SPECIAL
INDIANA PEELED
Whole Fryars
3 LB. $1.00
Lb.
CUT-UP TRAY PACKED LB. 89

SUPER SPECIAL
ALL FLAVORS
Pevely Ice Cream
$1.99/Gallon
WITH COUPON INSIDE AND $1.00 PURCHASE

SUPER SPECIAL
National's GRADE A
2% HOMOGENIZED MILK
$1.59/Gallon Plastic
NO COUPON NEEDED

SUPER EVERYDAY PRICE
SIDA INSPECTED
Iceberg Lettuce
3 Hds. $1.19
SLICE OF CALIFORNIA
FRESH CRISP

FULLY COOKED
Shank Portion Ham
89 C/Lb.
BUTT PORTION LB. $1.99

ALL ‘SUPER’ SPECIALS AND COUPON OFFERS
ARE GOOD THROUGH NEXT SUNDAY
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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More Than The Price is Right
Super' Specials and Coupon Offer
National Sells Only U.S.D.A.

**Rump Roast**
- $169 per lb.
- 89¢ per lb. white

**Fresh Catfish**
- $169 per lb.
- 89¢ per lb.

**Round Steak**
- $189 per lb.
- 99¢ per lb.

**Boneless Ham**
- $179 per lb.
- 99¢ per lb.

**Beef Stew**
- $1.89 for 2 lb.

**Pork Chops**
- $1.69 per lb.

**Ground Beef**
- $1.59 per lb.

**Chuck Roast**
- $1.58 per lb.

**Sliced Bacon**
- $1.59 per lb.

**Super Special**

National's Dairy Foods

**PEVELY Cottage Cheese**
- $1.59 per lb.

**Bush's Best Food Sale**

- **4 for $1.00**
  - 10¢ off
  - Ivory Liquid
  - 6 oz. pack
  - $0.99
  - Macaroni & Cheese
  - Kraft Dinner
  - 3. 25 oz. pack
  - $0.89
  - Viva Paper Towels
  - 2-ply, 2-ply pack
  - $1.29
  - Barbecue Sauce
  - 15 oz.
  - $0.99
  - French Dressing
  - 15 oz.
  - $0.99

**National's Sliced Bread**

- 3 for $1.00

**National's Dawn**

- **4 for $1.00**
  - 5 lb. bag

**Sunkist Oranges**

- $0.89 for 6

**Green Peppers**

- $0.89 for 2 lbs.
Save On Famous Brands You Know and Use!

**Save 31¢**

- **PEPSODENT** Toothpaste...
- **Drinon** Tablets...
- **Q-Tips** Cotton Swabs...
- **Werners Denture Cream**...
- **Ilexoite Denture Cleaner**...
- **SELECTED Rubbermaid Place Mats**...

**Save 30¢**

- **STYLE Hair Spray**...
- **Vinyl Paper**...
- **MINI SCRUB BRUSHES**...
- **DISH PAN WASTE BASKET**...

**Save 45¢**

- **JOHNSON Toddler Diapers**...
- **Cocoa Butter Lotion**...
- **Roll-On Anti-Perspirant**...
- **SHAVE IN SHOWER Body Powder**...

**Save 41¢**

- **TAMPAX** Deodorant Tampons...
- **Butterin Antacid Tablets**...
- **Geritol Tablets**...
- **KRAZY GLUE**...
Kids' radio show wins award

By Dana Frear, student writer

A radio show featuring interviews with such a professional baseball player's family is a rubber balloon and a tray at a fast-food restaurant.

Two SEU seniors won the grand prize with such a show in the 16th annual student production competition with their "Tales from the Vanilla Woods," a half-hour children's story-telling program. Dean Ehrenheim, middle.

"If our children's storytellin' get harder and harder, and the typical workday \textit{pleased} children with male,

"If we can't do something," the producers, "we'll do it our way."

When the show began after semesters for Stull, the children's program allows children to work together."

Ehrenheim said he hopes the show can make more use of children. A regular feature now is a movie review by a 10-year-old Calvin and Karen Jackson, a clothing and textile student who assists in the production, are working with a fifth-grade class at Lewis School on poems and other material. Last fall, the class sang a Thanksgiving song for the show.

People such as television writers and paperboys have been interviewed on occasion to give listeners children an idea about what some everyday, and some not so everyday, jobs entail. A news director of a radio station was featured in an interview, explaining terms used in the job in a way children would understand.

Another regular feature is "Dave's Corner," modeled after the "Prettiest Fairy Tales" of the Rocky and Bullwinkle cartoons. These are dramatized in a way which something always goes wrong.

Stuart, who still does public relations for the show, said a children's program allows for more creative and less restrictive material in some other types of shows, "If you have no rules, you can do whatever you want."

(Continued on Page 16)
Shoplifting fast-growing crime

By Nat Williams

Staff Writer

Shoplifting is a crime which can result in a police record, a fine, and, in some cases, a jail sentence. Unfortunately, it is a crime that affects many areas, becoming one of America's fastest-growing crimes. According to the FBI Uniform Crime Report, shoplifting increased 30 percent in December 1976. In Carbondale, a city that is not immune to this crime, the statistics show a similar trend. According to police Chief Ed Hogan, the number of shoplifting incidents has increased significantly in recent years. He estimated that the number of shoplifters has almost doubled since 1973.

Hogan attributes the increase in shoplifting to a combination of factors. One factor is the increase in the number of large retail stores and shopping centers. This has made it easier for shoplifters to find opportunities to steal. Another factor is the decrease in the number of security personnel in stores. Hogan said that the number of security personnel in stores has decreased by 30 percent since 1973. This has made it easier for shoplifters to steal without being caught.

The increase in shoplifting has also affected the demographics of shoplifters. According to Hogan, the average shoplifter is a young person, typically a teenager or a young adult. Hogan said that the majority of shoplifters are from lower-income families and are motivated by financial difficulties.

The increase in shoplifting has also affected the economy. According to Hogan, the total amount of goods stolen in Carbondale in 1976 was $450,000, up from $300,000 in 1975. This translates into a loss of $20 per person in Carbondale. This loss is significant, as it amounts to a loss of $5 million per year for the city.

Hogan said that the increase in shoplifting is a serious problem that needs to be addressed. He said that the police department is doing everything they can to combat the problem, including increasing the number of security personnel and working with local businesses to develop better security measures. However, Hogan said that the problem cannot be solved by the police alone. He said that it requires the cooperation of the community as a whole, including retailers, consumers, and law enforcement agencies.

Hogan said that the best way to combat shoplifting is to educate the public about the problem. He said that people need to be aware of the consequences of shoplifting, including the financial impact on the community and the legal consequences for shoplifters.

Hogan said that the police department is working with local retailers to develop better security measures. He said that they are also working with the community to develop programs to prevent shoplifting, such as education programs for young people and efforts to improve the economic opportunities for those who are at risk of becoming shoplifters.

Hogan said that the police department is committed to combating shoplifting and working with the community to find solutions. He said that the police department is open to suggestions and welcomes the participation of the community in the fight against shoplifting.

Use of campsites studied to aid in park planning

By University News Service

Use and abuse of campgrounds is a problem that Kenneth Chimana, former Department of Park Planning specialist, has been studying for several years. He has been researching such questions as how campers use parks and recreational areas, what they think of the facilities and their experiences, and what effects their stay in the park area has on other users, and why they like to use them.

For the last five years or so students have included the increasingly popular "cruise"-type float trips on the Oza. National Scenic Riverways in Southern Missouri, especially in the spring and summer. And each year Chimana has asked the same questions. The answers obtained in mailed questionnaires are analyzed and discussed in the paper. Mainly on how campers on the various rivers viewed the size of number of persons using the river — whether they thought it was too crowded, for example, or if they enjoyed the crowds.

Chimana has encouraged changes in campground design. Between 1972 and 1975 he took the information he was collecting and used it to develop better plans for managing the areas. Here are some of Chimana's findings on crowding on a lake-size sample of the Ozark river systems.

Flutier days of use increased from 1971 to 1972 to 1973.

About half of the persons surveyed in 1972 said crowding on the river was either more than expected or more than desired. Less than 15 percent considered the natural woods' children's show wins grand prize

(Continued from Page 15)
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Step Into Spring With Sbcocas

From $32.00

Strongly:Sow-house9702 neu. ill

ZwicksShoes

Buy One Egg McMuffin

Get One Free

McDonald's

Redeem this valuable coupon from March 1-4 for a free Egg McMuffin with the purchase of one.

Offer good "only at Campus McDonald’s"

Buy One Get One Free

Egg McMuffin

March 1st thru March 4th

Limit One coupon per family per visit. No other coupon redeemable with this offer. Coupon value $0.50 of one cent.

Offer good at Campus McDonald’s

AOS

Please print limitations in ering.
The Society of Manufacturing Engineers will be sponsoring a plant tour to the Caterpillar Tractor Co. in Peoria April 26. The cost of the trip will be $5 for members and $7 for non-members and includes transportation and dinner. Interested persons should contact Fred Myers in the Technology Building Room 1015 for registration.

Nominations for the College of Liberal Arts teaching award are due at 4 p.m. Friday. Nominations must be brought to the departmental office where the nominee works. Any SIC student, including those not enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts, may vote.

The last day to check-out equipment for spring break from the Base Camp Program in the Student Recreation Center is March 8. The first day equipment can be returned in March 12. A 50 percent discount on rental fees will be given for all equipment checked out for this ten-day period.

Aeon Alternates is in need of Big Brothers and Sisters to act as role models and advocates for disadvantaged youth in the Carbondale area. Individuals must be willing to donate four hours a week for six to nine months. Contact Aeon at 717 S. University for information.

Paul Petzoldt, experiential educator and founder of the American School of Mountaineering and National Outdoor Leadership School, will lead a discussion on the "Wilderness Use Education Association" at 7 p.m. Thursday in Morris Library Auditorium. The discussion is sponsored by the Recreation and Forestry Departments.

Jonah Blair, a National Geographic photographer, will present the first of two lectures entitled "Bird Migration" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Lawson 141. The second lecture on wildlife photography will be at 7:30 p.m. March 8 in Lawson 141. Blair did the photography for the book "The Oregon Trail" written by Robert Redford. The lectures are sponsored by the Cinema and Photography Department.

Alpha Epsilon Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Lawson 121. Nomination of officers for next year and the convention in Dallas will be the topics of discussion.

Appellate court stays hearing on Stateville prison deadlock

CHICAGO APR 1 - The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals called off hearings Wednesday on the deadlock at Stateville Correctional Center near Joliet.

The appellate court stayed the proceedings before Judge John Powers of U.S. District Court at least temporarily.

The move came after representatives of the Illinois Corrections Department alleged that the hearing would interfere with the administration of the massive shutdown under way at Stateville.

Crowley had scheduled the hearings for today and yesterday, saying that they began the sweep of the prison. Lawyers for inmates at both Pontiac and Stateville prisons objected to the new deadlock, contending that it violated a previous order by Crow and also complained that the effect of a Crowley's decision to hold the hearing was to assert his authority to administer the prison.

The appeal, which was filed Tuesday, said corrections officials "should not automatically be subjected to judicial intrusion.

State authorities face contempt charges for allegedly lying about conditions at Pontiac, failing to submit a court-ordered plan to end the deadlock there and failing to replace cellhouse windows broken in the July riot.

Crowley had said he would rule Wednesday on whether the plan eventually submitted by state authorities for easing the deadlock at Pontiac is acceptable. But later the judge said he would not hold proceedings Wednesday and did not indicate when he would rule on matters concerning the Pontiac deadlock.

Splashdown '79
20% off women's swimwear

Get into the savings: swim and snap up some of the prettiest beach scenery around. Take your pick of terry bикинис, mailfuts, bobslegs and much more. In nylon/Lycra® spandex blends, polyester prints, solids and stripes. Hurry. They'll go fast. Misses' and juniors sizes.

Slip-in. Slip-on.
3.99
Comfort and color at a carefree price. You'll love the spongy feel of soft terry cloth.

8.99
A little touch of class for summer fun. Perfect when a low sandal won't work. Lots of colors.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Automobile

1972 RENAULT LE CAR $4,000.00 after May 15.
5-speed trans. 4-cyl. 457-4244

1971 APACH LE FI. four cylinder, 2-door hardtop, fully loaded, well maintained. 1971
469-0875

1964 CADILLAC FLEETWOOD - NO RESERVE. Offer $100.00. Contact 200 Freedln Apt.

75 FORD Pinto Ranger. full power, automatic, air. ausp. AM, tape. $1,000 condition: Exceptional. 897-2225

1974 TOYOTA CELICA. 4-speed. 68,600 miles, radios, maps. AM, tape. $1,600.00 condition: Excellent. 897-2225

1974 PONTIAC CATALINA. 4-door hardtop, 175,000 miles, in good condition. Must see to appreciate. Jim 45-4000

1973 CHEV NOVA. 2 automatic. 6 cyl. Engine excellent area. $750.00.

1978 FURY III. 4 dr. air. sour. very good condition. 714-A1111

Motorcycles

FOR SALE: 1978 Yamaha 600cc runs good, needs minor work before

Real Estate

SUN. REAL ESTATE & DEER. & DOLL. Rough is to be made in this pa
ty after 5:00 p.m. outside. Right in the middle of 1300 miles of deer. For sale, or rent.

Power Saw. Outdoor Equipment. Gas outstanding, will be priced over $400.00 in short order in less than 6 months. Have gas, drink, and ski way to the next land. For rent, $250.00. Great for camp pizza ovens, porches, property, and vacation. Bring your home

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Mur.

ROMANTIC FIREPLACE and hallway are yours in this spacious Wimberly Panelized. sale includes 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 2living

Mobile Homes

1264 WILLOW OFFICERED 3 bedroom, one bath mobile. Brand new. See at car dealership.

FOR SALE 197:.

1970 HILLCREST 12X30

FOR SALE COMPONITE Stereo excellent condition. 77 year old.

American Rack Center. P.O. Box 14, Lake Ozark, MO 65036

FOR SALE 200 watt AT

RECEIVER. PIONEER 20 watts max. 3 weeks. Must see and hear Arthur Beuhk.

PROFESSOR TRACK CAR Stereo excellent condition. 77 year old.

FLoor: Low 595-7079. 724-2123

RECEIVER: PIONEER 20 watts max. 3 weeks. Must see and hear Arthur Beuhk.
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3 BEDROOM APT.
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DENTAL ASSISTANT CITY OF CARBONDALE Full-time dental assistant needed for the dental department at Emurta Hynes Dental Center. High school diploma and one year of dental assisting experience required. Applications and resume to Karstens, 816 E. College Equal Opportunity Employer.

STUDENT WORKER 20 hours per week. Duties include filling, filing, reception. Must have following work open black mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm. +2 pm. 1-3 pm. Apply at Student Employment Resource Center, S233 Small Group Housing or call (618) 525-2115 and arrange interview in Verona Library.

FULL-TIME FEMALE HOUSING Worker. Need camp staff workers to help keep camp grounds neat and help write and call for applications Black Northern Illinois 4 H Camp Association. Attn, Mr. R. No. 1 Box, Mannington, IL 62059.

FULL-TIME FEMALE OR MALE STUDENTS Needed by Frank Gender or Mr Donner for immediate 900-900. 718-71136

WANTED: STUDENTS TO SELL BUSINESS MAGAZINE. No experience necessary. Pay is $20 to $40 a week after training. Call Mr. Jones 531-2561 Thursday.

WANTED: STUDENTS TO EARN IN SHORT ORDER. Artistic and mathematical talent. Frequent contact. Write for information to Mr. Jones 531-2561.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

AREA YOUTHS AVAILABLE for work experience program. Male or female. 4518063.

OFFICE WANTED

Free Math Anxiety Workshop
Center for Busy Souls, Tuesday, March 6 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon Home Ec Lounge for information call 536-6646

AREA YOUTHS AVAILABLE for work experience program. Male or female. 4518063.

MARRIAGE COUNSELING, DEPRESSION Counseling Youth Family Center for Human Development Call 536-6646

ANTIOQUES

ANTIOQUES, CLOCKS, MAN, BANKS. What are your needs. We may be at Paddy's Antiques and Country Crafts. Thank you.

RIDE NEEDED

TO TARPAULIN DAYTON OR LAUDERDALE. Plea for three or four days. If you can help call 7100813 813

RIDE WANTED

BIDE "CHIL Emasure" to Chicago and suburbs. Leave 3-30. Returns Sunday, 8-01. 718-71136. Send for free info 70113-7100. RIDE REGISTRATION DRIVE.

To get out of town. Can provide lodging. Contact boarders and neighbors. By request. $5 in your pocket. 718-71136. RIDE REGISTRATION DRIVE.

REDWOOD, REDWOOD. RIDE


FULL-TIME FEMALE barber apprentice. Would consider male. First date march 1. 606-71136. Sunday thru Friday, 8-01. 718-71136

COMBINATION MAINTENANCE MAN, barber, barber.

ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL CARE. Immediate appointments available. 718-71136.


Printing Photocopying Offset Copying Offset Printing

Theda Copes
606 S. Illinois - Carbondale 457-7732

Storony Spring Breaks Weddings Graduations

ARS TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

1001 Wren Ave., 606-6065. 606-6065. 606-6065. 606-6065. 606-6065.

ALSO Barbershop.

DAWNS PRIDE

SUNSHINE DINNER

5-7 p.m.

February 5th

Please join us.

WANTED: LOST MALE PUPPY beige longhair black collar. Call 718-71136. HAVE OFFERED SIAMES.

MALE PUPPY SHEPHERD 6 month old with black collar. 609-250-5752.

SMALLEST CAT. Long hair, male, dark points. $5 reward. Any information, contact W.A. Young, 549-4913.

LOST PUPPY FELIX 6 month old dog man's goldwatch. valued between $35-$55. 718-71136.

LOST, LIP-LIGHT-BROWN male, missing for two months, walking free, friendly, west of W. Illinois at 7th, 718-71136. reward.

OAKLAND AVE. Reward $50 in Oakland Ave. Reward. 536-5850.

LITTLE BROWN JUNTER AND WRECK

SHELTER (609) 250-5752.

Furnish Likely Repair Work

B E X T M A N S 0 R-2 5 0 0 0-

MEET THE FAM, HE ON FRIDAY 5-7 p.m.

At The Tong 5-7 p.m.

LIBRARY

5-7 p.m.

March 5 Activity

Free for the whole family. 5-7 p.m. March 5 Activity Room C. March 4 Activity Room B. 718-71136.

REWARD: LOST DOG Black lat-

5-7 p.m. 549-3919

GRAND TOWER

Nuttell Restaurant

Family Style Meals 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Full dinner including drink and dessert $4 25 Adults.

For Reservations 555-8384

GET AWAY TO THE RESORT. Victorian charm. 150 degrees north of downtown in the Shawnee Hills. Tasteful furniture, home made soups and breads. Reasonable rates 536-3961.

Grand Tower

Carbondale

SUNSHINE DINNER 5-7 p.m.

February 5th

Please join us.

WANTED: LOST MALE PUPPY beige long hair black collar. Call 718-71136. HAVE OFFERED SIAMESE.

MALE PUPPY SHEPHERD 6 month old with black collar. 609-250-5752.

SMALLEST CAT. Long hair, male, dark points. $5 reward. Any information, contact W.A. Young, 549-4913.

LOST PUPPY FELIX 6 month old dog man's goldwatch. valued between $35-$55. 718-71136.

LOST, LIP-LIGHT-BROWN male, missing for two months, walking free, friendly, west of W. Illinois at 7th, 718-71136. reward.

OAKLAND AVE. Reward $50 in Oakland Ave. Reward. 536-5850.

LITTLE BROWN JUNTER AND WRECK

SHELTER (609) 250-5752.

Furnish Likely Repair Work

B E X T M A N S 0 R-2 5 0 0 0-

MEET THE FAM, HE ON FRIDAY 5-7 p.m.

At The Tong 5-7 p.m.

LIBRARY

5-7 p.m.

March 5 Activity

Free for the whole family. 5-7 p.m. March 5 Activity Room C. March 4 Activity Room B. 718-71136.

REWARD: LOST DOG Black lat-

5-7 p.m. 549-3919
Einstein character study part of SIU celebration

By Rick Becker
Student Writer

Albert Einstein walked into his study, clad in a gray sweater, baggy pants, slippers and no socks. He picked up a framed picture of Sir Isaac Newton that was on the bookcase. "Scientific effort is an end in itself for man; eh, Isaac?" he asked knowingly with a smile.

Actually, this Einstein was William Landry, member of the Energy Education Division of the Oak Ridge, Tenn., Associated Universities and author of "Einstein: The Man," a brief character study of Albert Einstein in play form; presented Tuesday night in the Student Center as part of SIU's centennial celebration of Einstein's birth.

He said that when he was younger, sitting quietly by himself, he would read about time and light, and his ideas changed our concepts of the world.

There are over 100,000 stars in the universe. "What do their effects upon us mean?" he asked.

He seek reverence only similar to what it concerns us. There is no reverence without the mind. Ideas of space and time are from our mind. We must be driven from his mind," Einstein said, or was it Landry?

He wound up a clock. "Tick and tock," he said, referring to the clock. "It is not time and it does not keep time. It is an invention by man."

"The only/most important measure has no substance. "A kilometer or a measure from point A to point B. It is not equal to substance," he said.

Changing the subject, he said one sure thing about the world is that man must be a member of a group, and the group must become a creature. He was speaking to Einstein's review on Nazi Germany and his preference for one world government.

"Why is the man suicidal?" he said. "He does not play dice. It is simply a constant struggle between two extremes. Staying on the edge is as good as dead if the man can be deprived from his mind."

Einstein said, or was it Landry?

In a question and answer session after the play, Landry was happy to talk about his relationship with an Einstein including translating Einstein's famous letter to his friend Einstein's lectures on the development of the atom bomb.

Thursday's puzzle

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\hline
7 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 11 & 12 \\
\hline
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 & 17 & 18 \\
\hline
19 & 20 & 21 & 22 & 23 & 24 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Across:
1. Farmer
2. Actor
3. Name of a famous city
4. Color of the sky
5. Name of a famous actress
6. Crossword clue
7. Crossword clue
8. Crossword clue
9. Crossword clue
10. Crossword clue
11. Crossword clue
12. Crossword clue
13. Crossword clue
14. Crossword clue
15. Crossword clue
16. Crossword clue
17. Crossword clue
18. Crossword clue
19. Crossword clue
20. Crossword clue
21. Crossword clue
22. Crossword clue
23. Crossword clue
24. Crossword clue

Down:
1. Crossword clue
2. Crossword clue
3. Crossword clue
4. Crossword clue
5. Crossword clue
6. Crossword clue
7. Crossword clue
8. Crossword clue
9. Crossword clue
10. Crossword clue
11. Crossword clue
12. Crossword clue
13. Crossword clue
14. Crossword clue
15. Crossword clue
16. Crossword clue
17. Crossword clue
18. Crossword clue
19. Crossword clue
20. Crossword clue
21. Crossword clue
22. Crossword clue
23. Crossword clue
24. Crossword clue

Wednesday's puzzle

1. Crossword clue
2. Crossword clue
3. Crossword clue
4. Crossword clue
5. Crossword clue
6. Crossword clue
7. Crossword clue
8. Crossword clue
9. Crossword clue
10. Crossword clue
11. Crossword clue
12. Crossword clue
13. Crossword clue
14. Crossword clue
15. Crossword clue
16. Crossword clue
17. Crossword clue
18. Crossword clue
19. Crossword clue
20. Crossword clue
21. Crossword clue
22. Crossword clue
23. Crossword clue
24. Crossword clue

It's accurate, tireless

Robot solves industry problem

By Michael L. Ascrizzi
Associated Press Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) - They don't take coffee breaks or demand vacation days. They generally don't get sick. And they are not inclined to file union grievances.

They are - and so are the problems that most workers do in their jobs. But robots are the ones most boring and least attractive in factory jobs that people would rather not have to do and say that they 'love' or 'care' for.

The problem is that American manufacturers are discovering of American manufacturers, the industrial robot, a mechanical marvel closer to R2-D2 of Star Wars than most people expected.

It now numbers about 3,000 in the United States, about 1,000 in Western Europe, about 1,000 in Japan, according to the Detroit-based Robotics Institute.

What it lacks in the personality of the human counterpart, however, more than makes up for work from where and what to where, lower and finger tips.

"What comes out of it is consistent quality," says Al Williams, Midwest regional manager for Unimation Inc. of Dearborn, Mich., the nation's largest maker of robots.

"If a guy leaves out a couple of welds, someone gets a car with ripples. With the robot, you get an improve of product."

"On the things it does it doesn't get tired," adds Donald E. Hart, director of the Robotics Department at General Motors Research Laboratories.

Automakers are among the leading users of the robots. Ford Motor Co., for example, has used robots for about a year at a device introduced in one plant to transport a very, very ugly, dirty business there," says Ford spokesman Ed Looney.

"The robot was accepted by the workers and there was no union objection. Ford has 300 robots employed in such jobs as stamping, spray painting, die casting - areas of worker discontent," Ford says. GM, meanwhile, has installed 50 robots, including 21 panning body molding machines, at its Lordstown, Ohio, assembly plant. Others are known in the industry as 'pick and place' inexpensive action robots used for tasks such as picking up parts. Some have been used also to work on conveyor belts for further work.

A similar project is being developed by Westinghouse Electric Corp. and National Science Foundation. The new twist in the robot technology experiment, however, will enable the robot to change and assemble different product styles or options. Ford officials say. The robot will be "workin" for Richard A. Blodgett.

The reliability of the devices now on the plant floor, considered essential to a automation operation of up to 10 percent. Ford officials say robots function 99 percent of the time.

The United Auto Workers union has no objection to their use, but the union's skilled trades department, preparing for contract negotiations later this year, recently approved a resolution for a contractual ban on robots. "If the introduction of a technological advance or change results in reduction of the work force," the resolution says, "the employer shall provide alternative employment for union members."..."
"The inherent virtue of socialism is the equal sharing of miseries; the inherent vice of capitalism is the unequal sharing of Budweiser."

—Winston A. Churchill
Mistake sends Meade flying over Saluki gymnastics loss

By Brad Better
Sports Editor

Missouri's track Bill Meade said Sunday afternoon at Lincoln, Neb., that he was done.

Meade's team lost 189-125 to the Illini. His final match was 15-6.

Meade did not attend the meet. He said in the wild blue yonder somewhere between Lincoln and San Francisco when the meet took place. He had traveled coast to coast, did nothing, and saw nothing. "I'm disappointed," he said.

That's because the trip was not anything special. After his commercial flight took off from St. Louis on Saturday morning, Meade discovered he was on the wrong plane.

It was just passing over Texas when they announced that it was a 7-hour and 5-minute flight to San Francisco," Meade said.

It turned out that it was the ticket agent who directed Meade to the wrong gate. Gate I at the airport directed Meade to the wrong flight, to the right.

Meade would have been on his way to Kansas City and then Lincoln. Meade went left, and the plane went down. The all across the map, the plane moved, and the pilot came back and apologized. Meade went down. The plane was too high.

Meade did not travel with the team on the flight, because he decided to send nine gymnasts instead of eight. Meade was already on his plane, heading to the 10-seater plane. When Meade's name was announced, an injured Scott Meade was left back. That's why Meade was not there.

Meade was not there. Um, not there. The only one there was a 5-5 match.

Meade was done. He said, "I was done. I was done."

Meade's name was "done."

Meade said, "I was done."

Meade was done. His name was "done."

"I was done," Meade said.

"I was done," Meade said.

The gymnasts knew Meade was done. They couldn't believe it. They were all done.

"I was done," Meade said.

"I was done," Meade said.

The gymnasts knew Meade was done. They couldn't believe it. They were all done.

"I was done," Meade said.

"I was done," Meade said.
Lady Salukis, Northwestern favored in state cage tourney

By Pamela Reilly
Staff Writer

The second-seeded Lady Salukis and top-seeded Northwestern are the two teams favored to win the 12-team IAAW state tournament, which begins Thursday afternoon and each Sunday. All games will be played in the Arena.

The Salukis, who finished their season with a 17:5 record, have not won a state championship in seven years. Last year the team came in a close second, losing to the Illinois State Redbirds, 66-63. Illinois State has won the state championship for the last seven years. Northwestern has a 19-2 record and a No. 3 national ranking. The Wildcats, who defeated SIU, 81-60, in regular season play, have never won a state championship. The two teams have an eye for Thursday's games along with Eastern Illinois and DePaul.

The hoopers will begin the first of four games Thursday at 2 p.m. when SIU-Edwardsville faces the University of Illinois. The Western Illinois Westerwoods will take on the Bradley Braves at 4 p.m. Northern Illinois faces seven-time state champ Illinois State at 6 p.m. and the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle will play Chicago State at 8 p.m.

Friday's quarterfinals will begin at 2 p.m., with Northwestern playing at 4 p.m. and the Lady Salukis at 6 p.m. Semifinals are at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Saturday and the consolation and championship games will begin at Sunday at noon and 2 p.m. respectively.

Bradley wins 19-2 record, and a No. 3 national ranking. The University of Illinois-Chicago Circle will play Chicago State at 8 p.m.

Friday's quarterfinals will begin at 2 p.m., with Northwestern playing at 4 p.m. and the Lady Salukis at 6 p.m. Semi-finals are at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Sunday and the consolation and championship games will begin Sunday at noon and 2 p.m. respectively.

NEW YORK AP - Indiana State's Larry Bird and UCLA's David Greenwood, two of the country's golden frontcourt players, were named in the 1974 Associated Press All-America college basketball team for the second straight year Thursday. The AP's elite group also included Arkansas' Sidney Moncrief and Michigan State's Ernie Johnson, two players from last season's third-team All-America, guard, and Bill Cartwright, the forceful center of the San Francisco Dons.

The AP second team included Duke's Mike Gminski at center, Roger King of Alabama and Calvin Hall of Northeast Louisiana at forwards and Baylor's Vance Johnson and Iowa's Ronnie Lester at the guard positions.

The third team consisted of Purdue's Joe Barry Carroll at center, Greg Kreis of Michigan State and Notre Dame's Kelly Tripucka at the forwards and Sly Williams of Rhode Island and Roy Hamilton of UCLA at guards.

The team was selected by a national panel of sports writers.

The 6-foot-9, 220-pound Bird led Indiana State from relative obscurity to the No. 1 ranking in the country this season. The Sycamores finished the regular season with a 26-0 record and the Missouri Valley Conference championship.
Salukis leave Jays blue; No. 1 Sycamores next foe

By Brad Becker

The Salukis, sometimes enigmatic, sometimes an endangered species in Missouri Valley Conference basketball, are very much alive. They are in Terre Haute this week, having won Monday against the No. 1 Indiana State Sycamores in the second round of the second season, the post-season playoffs. The Sycamores, a 94-04 winner over Washburn Saturday, were last season's previous regular-season leaders. They won the Wildcats every minute, except one.

The meeting between the two teams will be the third since January. The Salukis won the first two, 75-74, and 82-60, both in the 1978-79 season. The Sycamores won the third, 79-75, in the nation's semi-finals.

The Salukis earn their third shot at Indiana State with a 74-74 win over Crusaders Monday. Saturday in Chicago, SUI was the only team to win its first-round playoff 50 game on the road.

New Mexico Stated rolled from an 11-point deficit to defeat Tulsa, 82-79, and Wittenberg, 79-70, and the cut suit SUI in 2:00. 1:57, and 2:02. 15 seconds. 80-76. Wichita State is at New Mexico Stated Thursday.

The Salukis' victory over the Bluejays followed through with no playoff basketball necessities—good shooting, good teamwork, good throwing, and patience on offense—broke a three-game losing streak against Creighton. As he did in Saturday's game against Denver, Creighton played only five players in the second half of Monday's game, and only Barry Smith and Steve Bi Lapp, who played in the first half when Charles Moore played five minutes.

Miss Huggins led SUI in scoring with 18 points, several of which were obtained on drives across the lane rather than from his accustomed position 1:18 in 18 feet away from the basket.

Gary Wilson and Smith had 10 points each for SUI. Wilson had five free throws to keep the Salukis comfortably ahead. They were trying to peck away at a deficit that grew as large as 11 in the second half.

Wayne Abrahams had 12 points. He shot only four of 13 from the floor, but he had seven rebounds, three free throws in the waning moments of the contest, and he directed an effective stall offense late in the game.

For the third game in a row, SUI broke away to a seven-point lead late in the first half after the game had been tied, nine times in the first 11 minutes. A three-point play by Abrams gave SUI a 40-33 lead in the second half with about six minutes remaining in the half.

Huggins hit from the right corner a minute later to increase the lead to four. He then rebounded his own miss and fed Wilson, who hit from the left baseline to make the score 35-33.

Henz slammed an offensive rebound away for another and the cut suit SUI five minutes later, but Smith made a weak side move to the right of the lane, scored, and Kevin Keenenna fouled. Smith converted the free throw with 2:06 remaining and the score was 38-33.

The Salukis led 45-33 at halftime. In the first half, SUI committed only two turnovers, and its zone kept the Bluejays away from the basket. Wesley's outside shooting kept the game tied early. He had eight points at the intermission.

At the outset of the second half, the Salukis lead boosted between 30 and 37 minutes, though an Abrams layup on a fast break put SUI ahead 48-39 with about 1:30 remaining. Powerhouse Wesely's contribution.

With 12-52 left, Huggins scored from the right of the free-throw line to make it 52-43, and Creighton asked for time. After the Bluejays misfired, Wilson fed Ford along the baseline, and the SUIholls were sailing along with a 54-43 advantage with under 12 minutes left.

Wesely started taking the ball inside in the next minute. He made a three-point play and two free throws, both on Wilson fouls, and Creighton was back within six at 54-46.

After Ford hit a free throw three minutes later, it was 56-32, where it remained for more than three minutes. The Bluejays missed three three-pointers while Wesely made 3-5 in the closing minutes.

Salukis basketball fans about for their team. Others stamp their feet and jamb harder to follow the play. The crowd is why anybody could make the score 33-27.

Henz slammed an offensive rebound away for another and the cut suit SUI five minutes later, but Smith made a weak side move to the right of the lane, scored, and Kevin Keenenna fouled. Smith converted the free throw with 2:06 remaining and the score was 38-33.
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